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Republicans Deny Allegations
By George E. Gorospe
and Camille Cordova
New Mexico College Republicans has denied allegations by the
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group that it is behind the
recent effort to halt passage of the
new NMPIRG funding formula
scheduled for review before the University regents Monday.
"The College Republicans is not
now nor has it ever been involved as
an organization· in any attempts to
block the proposed funding formula
for NMPIRG,'' said Peter ShamsAvari, the organization's president,
at a news conference Thursday.
Shams-A vari also said statements
made by Steve Baldwin, the national
projects director for the College Republicans. connecting the Students
Against Forced Funding to his organization were incorrect. STAFF is
an organization currently applying
for a student charter and actively
opposing the PIRG funding initiative.
"Baldwin was incorrect because
there was a misunderstanding and a
lack of communication on both our
parts," Shams-Avari said.
In response to Shams-Avari's denial, officials from NMPIRG insist
there is a connection between the
two organizations.
''The connection between the
College Republicans and STAFF is
very clear when you consider that
the names of people which appear on
the STAFF application for a student
charter are all members of the College Republicans and that STAFF is
following the strategy for the des-

truction of PIRGs outlined by Baldwin," said Keith Moheban, codirector of PIRG.
The new funding formula for
PIRG was a result of a referendum
approved by students last spring.
Public opposition by STAFF to the
initiative began Monday when PIRG
was notified that Mountain States
Legal Foundation, a Denver-based
conservative consumers' group,
prepared and delivered a legal opinion to the regents on behalf of
STAFF. The opinion asked theregents not to appmve the measure and
threatened suit if they did,
STAFF also asked Rep. Hal Stratton, R-Bernalillo, to write to theregents urging them not to approve the
measure, which he did ..
In another event related to the
PIRG initiative, Dan Serrano, president of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico,
issued a statement Thursday calling
for the Mountain States Legal
Foundation to remove itself from
any further involvement in the
NMPIRG issue,
He also demanded a public apology from UNM Regents Ann Jourdan
and Phillip Martinez and requested
they disqualify themselves from
consideration of the issue.
Serrano said he issued the statement for two reasons.
"First of all. I don't feel it's right
for Jourdan and Martinez to come
out publicly with their decisions
prior to the vote,'' he said.
"Secondly, the Mountain States
Legal Foundation has no business on
this campus. This is purely a student
issue and I don't believe they should

be involved."
Serrano added that the regents
should at least leave some room for
persuasion from both sides of the
issue before the final vote.
Michael Gallegos, ASUNM president when the NMPIRG referendum was voted on and passed, was
also present at the Thursday press
conference.
"I believe the effort to stop the
PIRG funding formula is mainly a
m~tional movement by the College
Republican National Committee,''
he said. ''They contacted some of
the Republicans on campus and
asked them to ask the Mountain
States Legal Foundation to intervene."
Keith Moheban, co-director of
NMPIRG, said the College Republican National Committee has distributed ''step-by-step'' instructions to
local republican groups on how to
stop funding for PIRGs throughout
the nation.
He said the reason NMPIRG is
seeking the new funding formula is
to obtain "stable funding" so
NMPIRG will not be subject to campus politics.
The new funding formula will add
$2 to the student activity fee of $14.
It was approved in the ASUNM
spring general election by 68 percent
of the students who voted.
"As far as I am concerned," Serrano said, "the students have issued
a strong mandate in support of
NMPIRG's funding fonnula. It is
my constitutional and moral oblig.tation to ensllre that the studenr vmcc
is not overturned and student rights
arc not trampled."

U.S. Soldiers Abducted
In Moslem-Held Suburb
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI)- Masked gunmen kidnapped two U.S.
Army soldiers and held them for two hours Thursday when the Americans got lost in a Beirut suburb controlled by a rebel Moslem militia.
The incident came shortly before the government, taking advantage
of the cease-fire that took effect Monday, re-opened Beirut airport.
The airport had been closed for 32 days by fighting between rebel
factions around the capital.
In Washington, the Senate gave final approval to a measure allowing President Reagan to keep U.S. Marines in Lebanon another 18
months as part of a multi-national peacekeeping force. About I ,200
Marines are stationed there.
The two Americans soldiers, members of an Army radar unit working with the U.S. Marine peace-keeping contingent at Beirut Airport,
drove their jeep by mistake into a south Beirut neighborhood controlled by the Shiite Moslem militia and were abducted by masked men
armed with submachine guns, Marine spokesman Maj. Robert Jordan
said.
A spokesman for the Shiite militia denied that its members kidnapped the two Americans, saying that militiamen freed the soldiers when
the car they were in was stopped at a roadblock.
"We took them to (militia leader) Nabeh Berri's house, gave them
coffee and an apology,'' the Shiite spokesman said, adding that the
abductors were arrested and the two soldiers turned over unharmed to
the Lebanese army.
The re-opening of Beirut Airport was the first concrete result of
peace-talks that began among Lebanon's warring factions Wednesday.
The airport was the key topic of discussion at a second round of
peace talks between the Lebanese army and representatives from the
rival Christian, Druze Moslem and Shiite militias.
The factions, meeting to draw up plans to implement the cease-fire,
also discussed monitoring the roads leading to the airport and the fate
of those kidnapped in the early days of the fighting.
The Senate in Washington voted 54 to 46 to give final approval to a
compromise measure that allows Reagan to keep the Marines in
Lebanon another I8 months if necessary. Passage of the measure came
a day after the House of .Representatives took similar action.
In taking the vote, the Senate rejected two Democratic Party proposals that would have forced Reagan to seck congressional approval
under the 1973 War Powers Resolution to keep the Marines in
Lebanon.

Information Given for Communications Skills Test
By Debbie Figge
Are you an undergraduate who
transferred to the University of New
Mexico from another university?
Did you take English 102 before. the
fall of I 980? If so. the Communtcations Skills Test is for you·.
The CST is an examination designed to test English w~iting skills,
requiring students to wnte an essay

within a two-and-one-half hour exam for English l 02 has been
period on one of several selected equivalent to the CST.
Those who need to take the CST
readings and questions. It is a graduation requirement in several de- may review samples tests in the CST
gree-granting programs, such as the office, Humanities building Room
College of Arts and. Sciences, the 274, or at the Testing Division in
RobertO. Anderson School ofMan- University College Room 6, from 8
agement, the Bachelor of University a.m. to 5 p.m.
The CST may be taken only twice
Studies program and the College of
a semester. It is given in the Testing
Engineering.
Since the fall of 1980, the final Division, Room 8 of University Col-

lege.
This semester, the CST is scheduled for today and Nov. 10. Exam
times are 8:30 a.rn. and 1:30 p.m.
each day. No advance registration is
necessary.
Students must present picture
identification when taking the exam,
and a $10 testing fee is required.
Checks may be made out to UNM
Testing Division.

South Valley Water Problems Addressed
By Steve Shoup
· "There is a problem with South
Valley water that can no longer be
ignored," a citizen told a joint leg·
islative committee Thursday.
A letter from South Valley resident Gloria Vigil was one of many
statements concerning water quality
presented to the joint meeting of the
radioactive materials and water us~
age and resources committees he.aring at the Albuquerque Convention
Center.
Vigil, a nurse at a South Valley
clinic said the contaminated water
in the 'area had been causing diarrhea
and other intestinal problems in area
residents for several years.
Several other members of the
South Valley group People United
for Justice also told the committees
the water in their area is contamin·
atcd and often unfit to drink.
Mary Davis showed the commi.ttccs clothes that had been washed m
the local water. The oil stains in the
clothes could not be rcniovcd with
Rep. Alfonso Otero, D-Bernalillo, told the Water Usage and detergent and bleach.
..
•'If you put Crernora in hot. coffee
Resources Committee that "a bottle of Pepto-Bismol would
.not solve the water pollution problem for residents of the (made with local water) itW11l curdle," Davis said. "The water smells

South Valley.''
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like a sewer. "
The sources of the contamination
arc leaking sewer lines and toxins
from waste dumps seeping into the
ground water, area resident Miguel
Garcia said.
The recent discovery of toxic
PCBs at a waste oil dump on the
West Mesa was a· "ncar catastrophe" fof the area.
The contaminated oil at Pronto
Service near Coors Road and Bridge
was cleaned up Sept. 13. said Robert
McNei I, state secretary of health and
environment. The next stage of the
Environmental Protection Agencyfunded cleanup will be a study of
how the ground water in the area was
affected by the PCBs.
•'The fear we have is that the contaminants cait easily find their way
to the water table," McNeil said. A
number of wells will be drilled
around th<' site to monitor toxin
levels.
McNeil said previous state admi·
nistrations had not ''adequately rcsponded1 • to the situation and a comprehensive plan coordinating the
activities t>f several government
agencies needs to be developed.

Records Set
At Race Meet
The numbers are in and they
show the 1983 New Mexico State
Fair to be one of the most successful on record, with the turnstile count showing 896,750 people compared to 748,509 people
in 1982.
· Fair Manager Steve Anaya
said good weather, new attractions and a new spirit of enthusiasm contributed to the fair's
success.
All-time records were set at the
1983 New Mexico State Fair
Race Meet, Sept. 9 through Sept.
25. The Pari-Mutuel Handle
averaged more than a million dol·
Jars a day, with the handle totaling more than $17 million. The
purse was the largest in fair history, tot~ling $1,509,100.

Deadline Today
Today is the last day to drop a
class for the fall semester.

Snafu
The lecture by Alastair W. Gillespie was held Thursday in the
Reading Room of Ortega Hall.
The New Mexico iJaifv Lobo incorrectly reported the iocation of
the first Gillespie lecture. Gilles·
pie will be lecturing today at
II :30 a.m. in Roorn 250-A of the
New Mexico Union in the Brown
Bag Lecture Series.
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Wire Report

'Toys' Fiesta Begins

United Press International

World Renown Hypnotist

Thatcher Backs Nuclear Deployment

G.T. Hughes
with nearly 2000 Age Regressions
will speak on

"REINCARNATION"
Friday. Sepf. 10 af Op.m.
The Classic Hotel Starlight 1 Room
Tickets $5 in advance
For tlckets. information, or Individual consultations cell 86\l-0471

WASHINGTON- British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, warning ''our nerve is being tested,"
voiced unwavering support Thursday for plans to deploy nuclear missiles in Europe in lieu of .an arms
agreement with the Soviet Union.
Thatcher endorsed President Reagan's arms policies
after two hours of meetings in which agreement on
foreign iss~es overshadowed disputes over trade and
economic policy.
"It takes two to negotiate, and lbe president has
constantly put forward detailed proposals to the Soviet
Union," said Thatcher. "Such is, the anxiety of the
West genuinely to negotiate disarmament reductions."
Reagan and Thatcher, kindred conservative political
spirits, both stressed the need to balance a desire for
arms reductions with a firm resolve to strengthen NATO
defenses.
In the current Intermediate Nuclear Force talks in
Geneva, the United States has offered to sc·ale back its
scheduled deployment of 572medium-range missiles in
Europe to conform to a global limit on warheads suit,
able to Moscow,
With deployments set to begin in December, including the placement of cruise missiles <lll British soil,

Board OKs
Tax Bonds
Iss.uance of $;3.6 million in
severance tax bonds to the University of New Mexico has been
approved by the state Board of
Finance,
The bonds are part of a $14.1
million capital outlays appropriation passed by the state Legislature earlier this year. The bond
issue is the second of this year.
Funds from the bonds will be
divided among six capital outlay
projects at the University, which
include construction of the science and engineering library, planning and design of an addition to
the Anderson School of Management, purchase of equipment for
the Bernalillo County Medical
Center and construction at the
Gallup, Valencia and Los Alamos branches.
Severance bonds are sold to
investors to generate funds for
various projects, said James
Wiegmann, UNM budget
director.

Thatcher expressed hope that concessions outlined by
Reagan this week in a speech to the U.N. General
Assembly "will be seriously discussed" by the Soviets.
In the event they arc rejected, she said, deployment- viewed by some U.S. officials. as the step
needed to push the Soviets closer to agreement on
warhead ceiling- must proceed as scheduled,
Soviet President Yuri Andropov Wednesday dismissed Reagan's latest offer and accused Washington of
pursuing ''a militaristic course."
The U.S. reaction was summarized by a senior administration official: ''We're not going to take this as the
final word. It's obviously in the Soviet propaganda
interest to publicly tum down these initiatives."
While Thatcher praised Reagan's efforts on a range
offoreign policy fronts, she also admonished him on the
issue of high U,S, interest rates and the controversial
taxation of multinational corporations by some states.
Neither matter was resolved. Thatcher discussed the
unitary tax issu~ in greater detail with Treasury Secretary Donald Regan earlier in the day and in her departure
statement stressed "the importance of trying to secure
lower interest rates" to assure worldwide economic
recovery.

a

International/National News Summary
WASHINGTON- The Senate,
averting a constitutional clash with
President Reagan over the War Pow·
ers Act, joined the House Thursday
in agreeing to let him keep Marines
in Lebanon for another 18 months.
The 54-46 vote followed the defeat
of Democratic amendments that
would have limited the deployment
to two or six months.

S1.50
with UNI'II I.D. or
Lobo Ticket Stub
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$3.00 each
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New Mexico Union lower· Level l
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TOKYO- The Soviet Union
has doubled its jet fighter force on a
disputed island in the Sea of Japan.
heightening tension during a search
for the South Korean airliner shot
down by Soviet missile>, Japan's
Defense Agency said Tlmr;day. Air
Self Defense Forces radar showeu
that about 13 more MiG-23 lighters
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P~(RENTS DAY, SATURDAY, OCT.-1

INVITE YOUR PARENTS TO
UNM'S SIXTH ANNUAL PARENTS

have been flown to Tennei Air Base
on Etorofu, some 75 miles west of
the northernmost Japanese island of
Hokkaido.

organization, Airline officials said
they expected most pilots to stay on
the job. Leaders of the !light attendants' union also voted to strike
Continental early Saturday, in support of the pilots.

TOKYO- Four days of rain
spawned by Typhoon Forrest left at
least 21 people dead and 17 mi$sing
in fltJods and landslides across Japan
Thursday, Forrest dropped as much
as 20 inches of rain in parts of Southem and Western Japan after slamming into the archipelago Sunday,
The stom1 weakened to a tropical
depression Wednesday and entered
the Pacific north of T<Jkyo.

1

Early-risers on Oct. 1, will be treated to the 12th Annual
Balloon Fiesta.

ATLANTA- Ted Turner confirmed reports Thursday that talks
were under way between Turner
Broadcasting Systems' Headline
News subsidiary and S;~tcHite News
Channel. But he said no agreement
has been reached on purchase of
SNC operations.

(i

NEW YORK -The stock market attempted a rally late Thursday
afternoon, with blue chip issues
leading the way. The Dow Jones industrial average, which tluctuatcd
earlier after losing six Wednesday,
was ahead 1.43 to 1,243.39 shortly
before 3 p.m. EDT.

HOUSTON - Leaders of Continental Airlines' pilots union voted
Thursday to strike in prmcst of pay
cuts and longer hours imposed in the
carrier's bankruptcy rc-
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Any large
Central & Ur.lversity S.E.
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Fraternity
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FREE- DELIVERY
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243-2100
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For Information and Reservations
Call the Student Activities Center 277-4706
or the Dean of Students Office 277·3361
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$7~.~~hus
YALE BLOOD·PLASMA
As a plasma donor
you cah earn $70 or more per month
Brihg this ad for $5 bonus on your 1st donation
Your plasma is vitally heeded
for the prodoctiOh of many life saving vaccines
~

You must be a local resident, student, or military
and have a valid picture 1.0.
1 coupon-per donor & not valid

with other coupons
New Donors Accepted Monday-Friday 12:30-3:30
Offer expires Sept. 31, 1983

. YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC.
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"Scenr'sational Flowers

Roses $7.99 dozen
Carnations $4.99 dozen
Mini Bouquets
$3.45 each
6" Fern Baskets
$7.99 each
Lomas at University
(Across from Galles Chevrolet)

Plants, Weddings, Balloons, Candy, Fruit Baskets.
1

'Sc:e'nt" sa tiona! flowers

1701 Lomas NE

CHABAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER

Alexandria King

·

Fall is a beamiful time of year here
in Albuquerque. The evenings are
cool, the mornings are crisp and for
the next week, the blue skies will be
bright With hundreds of colored balloons.
It's all part of the 12th Annual
Albuquerque International Balloon
Fiesta, expected to attract more than
400 of the giant toys and 500,000
people.
This year also marks the 200th
anniversary of hot air ballooning.
The sport started in 1783 in France
when two brothers, Joseph and
Etienne Montgolficr, entertained the
king <tnd queen by sending up a balloon filled with smoke, The first
passengers were a duck, a rooster
!lnd a lamb.
Within the year, humans were
also making balloon flights. The
French continued to show the most
interest in the gas bags. and by 1783,
a hydrogen gas balloon had been
launched near Paris and was in flight
for more than two hours.
Over the next 100 years, many
improvements were made and records set throughout the world. Balloons became orie of the big attrac·
tions at local fairs,
In New Mexico. one of the first
balloon flights occurred at the Territorial Fair of 1882. A.P .A. Van
Tassel was the owner-operator, and
he flew over Albuquerque nearly
14,000 feet up. The event attracted
thousands ofpeople.
Theil in 1971, Sid Cutter of Albu·
qucrquecclebrated a family birthday
by inflating a balloon at the party.
The following year, a small competition among 15 balloons was
held, establishing the roots of the
Albuquerque Ballootl Fiesta, which
has grown bigger and better every
year.
.
·
The colorfu I week of ballooning
begins Saturday with a mass ascen·

s10n, when all the giant toys are
launched between 7:30 and 10:00
a.m. Thousands of spectators witness the event. Sunday and next
weekend arc also marked by similar
mass ascensions.
One of the more popular competitions of the week is the "Roadrunner-Coyote" race. It's an event that
tests the ,skills of the pilots, as they
seek to follow and land as close as
possible to a specially marked balloon. The "Tumbleweed Drop'' is
another competition where the pilot
tries to hit a target from the sky.
But one of ~the most exciting
events is the "Key Grab," where
balloonists attempt to float as close
as possible to a post, on the top of
which is a set of keys to a new car.
The balloonist who grabs the keys
wins the car.
Many other flying events of jets,
planes, parachutes and gas balloons
arc scheduled throughout the week,
Most of the hot air balloons ate
made of polyester or nylon fabric
and stand about 50 feet high. They
can carry from two to four passengers for about an hour and a half on
one fueling. The flight itself takes
about $15 of fueL
BalloonS cost anywhere from
$5,000 for a used one to $30,000 for
a new, custom-made balloon.
Balloonists are sturdy, daring
people. For them, the day begins a
few hours before sunrise. By the
time the first rays of sun hit the earth,
the balloons are ready to be launched.
There is excitement all morning
as spectators are asked to help with
the launching. In no time at all, hundreds of balloons appear and many
more arc yet to be filled. It is an
event that shouldn't be missed.
The Balloonport is located north
of Osuna about two miles west of
Interstate 25,

WEDNESDAY 9-28

SATURDAY 10-1

6:30P.M. SHMINI ATZERET HAKAFOT SERVICE

10:00 A.M. MORNING
SHAI313AT SERVICE

THURSDAY 9-29

10:00 A.M. MORNING SERVICE

6:30P.M. SIMCHAT TORAH HAKAFOT
FRIDAY 9-30

10:00 A.M. MORNING SERVICE HAKAFOT
6:30 P.M. EVENING SERVICE

JOIN US FOR CHASSIDIC DANCING
REFRESHMENTS ON THURSDAY, September 29th at 6:30p.M.
SIMCHAT TORAH CELEBRATION

1801 Sigma Chi NE

296-6060

Duck Pond Leakage To Be Fixed
The duckpond south of Mitchell
Hall will be drained so "corrective"
work can be done to stop a leakage
problem, said the assistant director
to the University of New Mexico
architect.
Robert Schmidt, assistant director, said, "There is some corrective
work that has to be done. The pond is
leaking, It will have be drained, and

then the bottom lined with bento•
nit¢, a collodial clay, to try and tnake
it water resistant," said Schmidt.
He said the pond will be drained
sometime within the next few
weeks.
''We just got the recommendation
this week as to what Work needs to
be done," said Schmidt.

198;3

All Flower
__Occasions ___

SIMCHAT TORAH SCHEDULE

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. -The
Tennessee Supreme Court refused to
hear an appeal Thursday from a fundamentalist minister who wants to
halt the court-ordered cancer treatment which his 12·year-old daughter is receiving. The father of Pamela Hamilton opposes the treatments
on religious grounds. believing only
God can heal his daughter.

MANILA. Philippines - Antigovernment rallies erupted Thursday amid opposition threats to block
the streets of the capital with "a milBon people" to prevent President
Reagan from traveling about during
his November visit. Despite tough
orucrs by President Ferdinand Marcos to crush demonstrations, protests erupted throughout the Manila
area_
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Downtown • Winrock
Montgomery Plaza

Fashion Footwear for Young Adults
Winrock's North Mall
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By Maureen Hickey
Ct.airperson, NMPIRG Board of Dir!lctors
I write in response to Keith Mazikowski's letter (Sept. 29 Daily Lobo)
of opposition to New Mexico Public Interest Research Group's proposed $2 refundable student activity fee.
Earlier this year, the Col.lege Republican National Committee
(CRNCl distributed to its local units "PIRG Destruction Kits" in a
nationwide campaign against campus public interest research
groups, Like all PIRGs, NMPIRG is a student-ru.n, non-partisan organization crsated to encourage students to actively learn about the
public policy process- through projects such as the landlord/tenant
assistance program, the Clean Air Act and the publication of consumer guides and surveys- while providing important information and
services to the student body.
Alarmed by the effectiveness of PIRGs and frustrated that much of
the consumer and other work that PIRGs have done is not as "conservative" as they would like, the CRNC ha.s gone. to the courts in an
attempt to cut off PIRG's student financial s~pport, ar~~ing th~t.no
student-funded organization should engage m any pol1t1cal act1v1ty.
Although 95 percent of NMPIRG's work is non-political service
through research, publications, consumer assistance and educational forums, the College Republicans have emphasized only NMPIRG's
involvement in public policy issues. They ignore the factthat NMPIRG
chooses only issues that enjoy broad student support, using these
issues as vehicles to promote a greater understanding of the decision-making process.
As directed by the anti-PIRG kits, a front group (STAFF) has been
formed that claims to have no ties to the College Republicans, yet its
spokesman has regularly attended College Republican meetings.
Thmugh this group, they have lobbied the UNM Board of Regents to
vote down a proposal passed by an over two-thirds vote in last
spring's student election.
In addition, the Mountain States Legal Foundation, a conservative
legal firm formerly directed by James Watt, is prepared to sue. UNM if
the proposal is passed by the regents. The College Republicans have
"gone by the book" pursuing this course despite several invitations to
(their) members to give input into our projects and to run for our
Board of Directors.
This kind of behind-the-scenes campaign goes beyond simple disrespect for the results of the student vote, implying that we students
could not have made a thoughtful, informed decision.
The most serious threat from this kind of campaign is the way in
which it seeks to restrict the rights, which UNM students gained not
many years ago, to develop, fund and run their own programs and
organizations. It is in exercising those rights that the Black Student
Union can bring Andrew Young to campus as a guest speaker, the
ASUNM Lobby Committee can work for student issues in the Legislature and the Daily Lobo can write an editorial on the Social Security
bill going through Congress. These programs give UNM the practical
educational diversity needed to build upon what is le<Jrned in the
classroom.
The campus-wide open elections concerning the funding of these
programs ensure that the wishes of the majority are heeded, whilein the case of the NMPIRG refund option- the rights ofthe minority
are protectect.
The consequences of the College Republican campaign, then, may
be more than just undermining one group that they have been un~u~
cessful in defeating through the electoral process. It threatens to hm1t
the one area of control that we as students have over campus activities. In doing so, the College Republicans are depriving students of
their right to shape their own education through student activity fees,
and are undemocratically imposing their own views on students.
A recent column by conservative James Kilpatrick ("California
Teens 'Ignorant' about War, Politics, Geography," 9/26 Albuquerque
Journal) suggested that "young Americans may weir not be prepared
for even the most basic responsibility- understanding what the
society is about and why it must bs preserved." It is the goal of
NMPIRG and other campus groups to ensure that the same isn't true
of UNM graduates. Can the College Rspublicans say the same thing?

~
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Editor:
As a student and a supporter of New Mexico Public Interest Research Gro1.1p and the proposed NMPIRG fee, I am more than a little
concerned about the status of democracy on our campus. I am outraged at the actions of the UNM College Republicans in bringing in
''hired guns" such as James Watt's Mountain States Legal Foundation and Rep. Hal Stratton, A-Bernalillo, to try to kill NMPIRG's funding
proposal. Their tactic is to intimidate the regents by threatening
lawsuits should the proposal pass,
Last March the student body passed the proposal by more than a
two-to-one margin in a campus-wide democratic election. Although
the rights of the minority should be respecteq (and NMPIRG does this
through the refund system), the results of a democratic election
should stand as the will of the students. By bringing in off-campus
intervention, the College Republicans are subverting the democratic
process and are attempting to impose their minority opinion on the
student body.
The opportunities for student input into UNM decision-making are
too rare and few to allow them to be usurped by a sour-grapes
minority. We .should all act today to protect our right for a student
voice through democratic student elections.
Frank Munn, Jr.

Lobby Work Credited to Gallegos

----Letters---PIRG Opponents' Links Questioned
Editor:
As a student and regular reader of the Daily Lobo, I feel it is
now my turn to express my
views on the recent New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
funding and its opposition.
First, to set the record straight,
PIRG is indeed an organization
geared towards expressing student concerns. Other groups
around campus should familiarize themselves with some of
PIRG's projects before they go
around accusing them of being
"advocacy groups." (Sept. 29,
1983 Daily Lobo).
NMPIRG has published a Renter's Guide, designed to help
tenants and landlords with
possible problems. Because of
the positive feedback, this led to
the publication of the Guide to
Metro Court, a handbook which
advises people who may end up
in the small claims court.
Recently, NMPIRG has been
involved with publishing a helpful handbook for women either
in the workforce or those Who
are making their comeback into
the work field. The book does not
give special attention to onfy leftwing women, but tries to focus
on helping New Mexican
women.
In the recent article written ill
the Sept. 29 issue of the Lobo,
PIRG's opposition made some

rather contradictory statements
about their connection with each
other. While College Republican
President PeterShams-Avari denies any connection whatsoever
to STAFF, the National College
Republican Committee chairman, Steve Baldwin, "freely
admits that there is a direct relationship between the College Republicans and organizations
such as STAFF."
Baldwin also stated that these
programs were set up in orderto
fight groups like PIRG. Now I ask
you: Why would any group want
to fight or put an end to an organization that plays an important
role in helping people in the
community? And why would a

connection between the two
groups, STAFF a.nd College Republicans, try to be covered up
by Shams-Avari unless there is
something the public doesn't
know about that may have a major effect in our support of
NMPIRG?
The UNM students as well. as
members of the community
should take a close look at both
sides of the issue. The lack of
congruity in the College Republicans statements should be taken
into account as well as the various and obviously non-political
projects and se.rvices that
NMPIRG has to offer.
Shawn Connally

Patron Charmed by Patio Theater
Editor:
To the Patio Theater {Student Union Building): Thank you for a
wonderful evening (Saturday, Sept. 24)! The Patio Theater with dinner at the Garden Court Restaurant is a great idea. The buffet was
lovely, the food delicious, and the service attentive and gracious.
Dessert served at intermission is a wonderful timing. The play was a
most enjoyable choice and·the cast did a real fine job. The Patio
Theater setting is charming and the whole "deal" makes for a most
delightful evening at a very reasonable price.
Bravo to the entire staff, crew and cast who make. it all possible;
best wishes for a successful run this year. I look forward to many
encores.

Editor:
It's difficult to see how anyone could be thanking Mark Duran for
his service as lobby chairman. The success of ASUNM in Santa Fe last
year was the product of one man's efforts. His name is Michael
Gallegos. As lobby chair in 1981-82, Gallegos managed to break the
decade-long string of tuition increases, and initiated the passage of
the nation's first work study bill.
Duran's claim that he has been responsible for eliminating "the
blue jean and t-shirt" perception of student lobbyists is an exaggerated assertion. That image was erased the year before by a man
whose accomplishments stand on their own.
If nothing else, let us view fetters like the one by Mr. Duran's
sidekick, Ron Pacheco, with some healthy skepticism. Duran showed
up to work and did a Jot of travelling, for sure, but it's doubtful that
ASUNM would have fared worse in the Legislature with a more
modest lobby ,chairman.
Kerry Breen
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College Night
at

Graham Central
Station
All students get in free
with 10
tonight: &om Phoenix,

Flight of the Phoenix

Betty Lenhardt
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Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662

$.75

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per piz:za.
Expires 10-.5·83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262·1662
Now open fQr lunch
Open every day at 11:00

®

Umlted Delivery Area

I
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I $.75 off any size pizza,
I One coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 10-5-83
I
I
Fast, Fre-e Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I.
262-1662
I Now open for lunch
I
I Open every day at 11 :00
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Staffer Gains Honor
By Donna Jones
Dr. Deane Critchley, associate
dean and professor at the University
of New Mexico College of Nursing,
has been elected a fellow of the
American Academy of Nursing.
Critchley received the honor for
her outstanding contributions to the
profession of nursing. The elite480·
member academy consists of
formerly-honored members of the
profession.
Critchley now serves on the
academy's political and economic
advisory group, and her major concerns are education, fragmentation
of patient care, and independent
nursing practice by clinical specialists, she said.
''We need more nurses educated
at the bach(l!ar's and master's
lcv(lls," she said.
The American Nurs(ls' Associatkm has passed a resolution which
says that by 1985, all beginning
level professional nurses should
have a four-year degree, Critchley
said.
Mechanisms could be established
for nurses with two-year associate
degrees to continue their education
and earn their bachelor's degrees.
Critchley said fragmentation of
patient care occurs when administra·
tors try to save money by hiring fewer professional nurses and more
technicians and aides.
This fragmentation has decreased
the quality of treatment provided because no one is accountable for the
total care of the patient. she said.

Administrators could achieve better patient care with fewer personnel, she said, if they hired professional nurses who would be responsible for larger segments of patient care.
Critchley said she hopes to encourage more nurses to become certified clinical specialists because it
would increase access to health care
for those who cannot afford the more
expensive physician services,
Critchley specializes in child
psychiatric nursing and maintains a
small private practice separate from
her teaching and administrative
duties, she said,
She is co-editing a book on advanced psychiatric and child
psychiatric nursing. To be published
1984, the book was wrinen because
no such reference is now available
for the advanced professional,
Critchley said.
She has written about child
psychiatric nursing and the importance of parental involvement in the
child's therapy for professional journals.
Critchley has been at UNM since
1974, coming from California,
where she was a clinical nursing specialist in child psychiatry and prog·
ram director for milieu therapy for
seriously emotionally d.isturbed
children.
Milieu therapy incorporates a!J
aspects of the child's environment
into her therapy, Critchley said.
In 1982 she received the New
Mexico Nursing Assocation Mental
Health Nurse of the Year Award.

Physicist To Start Series
An internationally recognized
physicist will kick off this year's
"Distinguished Lecture Series on
Sciences and Technology" at the
University of New Mexico today.
The series is aimed at popularizing science.
Chen Ning Yang, Einstein professor and director of the Institute of
Theoretical Physics at the State University of New York at Stony Brook.
will speak on "Symmetry and Physics.
H

Yang's work with symmetry and
the concept of parity earned him a
Nobel Prize in physics in 1957. He
received the coveted Einstein Award
in the same year.
The talk is co-sponsored by
UNM, Sandia National Laboratories
and the Society of Sigma Xi. lt will
begin at 8 p.m. in Regcner Hall,
situated one block north of Central
on Redondo Drive.
Admission is free and the public is
invited.
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Coronado 4

M Plaza 3

6401 Up1own Blvd. NE BB 1-5266

San Maleo·Montgomery NE 881-1080

1:00, 3:05,

5:~0,

7:35, 9:40

By Eleanor Pedro
United States involvement in
Central America is beginning to
duplicate more closely the events
which led us to the Vietnam War.
said a University of New Mexico
professor emeritus.
Dr. Marshall Nason, professor
emeritus, is the scheduled speaker
for the National Neighborhood .Protest Campaign kick·off Sunday.
The campaign, sponsored by the
Coalition for Human Rights in Latin
America, Will kick off at 3:30 p.m.
on the comer of Maple St. and Copper Ave. N.W. Speakers will in-

1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9!30

LINK YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS TO THEIRS

3rd ANNUAL
ENGINEERING & SCIENCE CAREER FAIR
Friday, Sept. 30 11 am-4pm Saturday, Oct. 1 9am-5p,
BRING YOUR RESUME!
University of New Mexico S.U.B. Ballroom
For More Info. Call 277.. 6610
Sponsored by Hispanic Engineering Organization/
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers

elude state Rep. Judy Pratt, D·
Bernalillo, and Nason, former director of the UNM Latin American In·
stitute.
"The other shoe has just been
dropped," said Nason. "When Fred
Ikle (Pentagon's third-ranking official) called for an outright military
victory in Central America and indi·
cated for the first time the possibility
that U.S. troops would have to be
stationed permanently in Central
America, the White House was in no
rush to back away from Mr. Ikle 's
remarks. ' 1

Last week Deputy White House
press secretary Larry Speakes said
Ikle's speech "in its full context"
outlined the president's policy.
"This has to be looked at as a
serious exccllation of U.S, intervention," said Nason, "and is beginning to duplicate more and more
closely the kind of folly that lead us
to the Vietnam mess.''
Joanne Heisel, a coordinator of
the campaign, said both speakers are
opposed to U.s. military interven·
ticn in Central America and hopes
, the media and all inte.-csted people
Will attend the l:ick-off.
"We arc not going to try to convince people that our views arc
right," said Heisel. "Rather, we are
trying ·to locate people who have the
same philosophy but don't know
there is an organization that deals
with these views."
The campaign is scheduled to run
through Nov. 12 With volunteers
canvassing Albuquerque neighborhoods door-fo-door to mobilize residents in the effort, said Heisel.
The National Neighborhood Protest Campaign is coordinated on the
national level by the Committee in
Solidarity with the People of El Sal·
vadot.

Specialists Experience Drops
By Debra Figge
Imagine spending a good part of
your life specializing in an ?Cademic
area, only to find yourself later
doing something else. Sound depressing? Well, this is exactly what
is happening at universities Jcross
the country, including the University of New Mexico.
Some English professors who
have spent a lifetime studying one
author, such a Chauncer, Heming·
way or Poe, are finding that very few
students are taking their upper division courses.
The result is that these professors
are reassigned to teach lower division courses, such as freshman writ·
ing classes, or are transferred, in
some cases, to other departments.
Fortunately, none of UNM's En.glish professors has been transferred
out of the department, but many specialists whose upper division classes
are not drawing a great deal of interest have been assigned to teach
freshman English, are doing tutoring or helping with academic advisement.
"Generally, there has been a
positive reaction from the faculty,"
said Arts and Sciences Dean Chris
Garcia. "Some professors find it refreshing.
"It is a good experience for the
students as well as the professors to
have specialists teaching lower division courses.''
Peter Page, an assistant professor
in the English department who
teaches an upper division class on
the works of Edgar Allen Poe as well
as freshman English, sees things dif·
ferently.
"Professors are disappointed b~
cause they prepare for a course and
then it doesn't fill," Page said.
He said professors in the English
department generally do not like to
teach freshman English, especially
when they have been trained in literature.

Having co-authored the book
used for English I 00, Page doesn't
object to teaching freshman writing
courses along with English 360.
''Many students may be scared
away from English courses because
of the 'back to basics' concepts dril·
led into them in freshman English

Some 257 college and university students receiving student
loans in New Mexico, approximately 3. 75 percent, failed to
pay back nearly $400,000 to the
New Mexico Guaranteed Student
Loan program in fiscal i 982-83,
down from nearly five percent
the previous year.
Sarah Branch of the New Mex-·
ico Educational Assistance
Foundation said nearly $20 million was loaned by banks and the
foundation in 1982·83 to about
HJ,OOO New Mexico students.
These figures include New MeX·
ico residents studying in state as
well as out of state.
The foU!ldation turns uncollected accounts over to the New
Mexico Student Loan Guarantee
Corp., which tries to collect outstanding debts, Branch said. The
corporation is reimbursed by the
federal government for uncollected debts if attempts to collect
faiL
Some 500 students have failed
to repay $685,074since the Joan
program began in 1978. The default rate for New MeXico is about average with the rest of the
nation, Branch said.
Default figures for specific
New Mexico institutions will be
available in mid-October. Figures for the default .rate on
Natiohal Direct Student Loans at
the University of New Mexico
are not yet available, but pre·
liminaryfigurcs indicate a rate of
about 5,2 percent through June,
Branch said.
UNM students defaulted on
13.5 percent of direct student
loans in 1981.

ENJOY
fla.ppy Hoar

Hispanic Engineering Fair Today
By C.D. Brunt
More than 40 industries and gov-

ernment agencies will be represented at the third annual Hispanic
Engineering Organization Career
Fair, scheduled for today and Saturday in the New Mexico Union Ballroom.
Science and engineering students
from throughout the state will attend
lectures, participate jn workshops,
receive job interviews and view displays, all designed to help students
find employment. Students are encouraged to bring their resumes.
Workshops are today, covering
topics from study skills to resume

CoiJtge or Educallon wlll present a lecture by
Alastair W, dillespie on 11 Bjtingualism: A Canldian
PC"rspectlve'' nt II .;30 a.m. today iii NM Unlon'Room
2!\0.A. Bring your lunch. More .Information is
available at277·2202,

Hhpanlc EnglnrerJna Orx•nlzallon will hold its 3rd
Annual Engln~rJns and, Science Career Fair from 9
to 5 p.m. today and Saturday in the NM Union
Ballroom. Everyone is Invited. More Information is

PbllosopbJ- Club will ):!resent a lecture by P_rofessar
Paul Schmidt on -urhe Philosophic Meaning (lf
Chinese Gardens,u at 3:30p.m. today In Woodward
Hall Rooml49. Refreshments will bes_ervcd at 3 p.m.
in the Philoso):lhy Lounge. More infonnatlon i5
avaiJable at 26.5·3j:80.
UNM

Oysters , ............ , , ........... , doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95
Shrimp on Ice .................. , .. doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95
2 for 1 on many of your Favorite Cocktails
$1.oo Draft lowenbrau '\or lite
Complimentary 1 P\
Hors Dol!vres rl

.

. ):;.

M-Th
3-6
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WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Tickets Now Available For:
Anthro. Dept. & Leakey Fndn. Presents
Dr. Dian Fossey- Lecture
"MOUNTAIN GORll.LA"

Public $5.00
Stu.!Fac./Staff
Seniors $3.00

Thursday
October6
8:15p.m.

THE NATIONAL SYMPHONY
Mstislav Rostropovich, Conductor
Barber - Mendelssohn- Sibelius

$25,22,18
UNM Students
1/2 price

Sunday
October23
1:30p.m.

KNME-TV • Channel5 Presents

Advance $3.50
Day of Show
$4.50

Monday
October3
6:00p.m.

o.

lntentlldDDII Centl!r will present two films on the
North Aftican country of Tunisia at 10:30 a.m,·and:2
p.m. today at tbe Internationa·l Center. Admfsslon Is
free. More information is a\o'ailable at277-.5927.

EI:Ch111p

Featuring Special Prices On:

Popejoy Hall

AIPC.Nalhe American Center v.ill hold a meellng
for all AIPC students at- JO a.m. today at the Native
Ameri~:an Studies. More Information is availnble277l971.

lJNM Observatory will_ be open Fridays ftom 8 tO
10 p.,n. jf the "'eather is clear. Admission is free.
Children tnw;t be accompanied by an adult. More
information Is a~·aUable ai 217-2616.

AT CAFE OCEANA

writing. They will be held in Room
250-D of the Student Union Building, Workshop schedules are availableat the HEO office, Room 345-B
ofthe Farris Engineering Center, or
at the career fair.
The fair runs from !I a.m. to 4
p.m. today, and from 9 3.m, to 4
p.m. on Saturday. While the fair is
primarily aimed at New Mexico college students, it is open to the public.
In addition to these activities, a
poolside reception from 7 to 9
tonight at the Albuquerque Four
Seasons Hotel is sch~;duled.
A noon luncheon in the SUB's
Casa del Sol Restaurant Saturday '
will feature guest speaker Tony
Zuniga.

Today's Events

!lY~ilable_at277·661

Number of
Defaulters
Decreases

classes," Page said. "Upper division lit~rature classes seem a mystery to them,"
Another possible reason for the
declining enrollment in upper divi·
sian English classes is the increased
stress on science, engineering, and
computer programming.

Clrlbbr~~n

CultuNI and

f.duntloa.:l

-wm .show two· movte.sln celebration of the

.. Orito de Lares, u birth or the Puerto fllcon
Independence Movement. "Pueno flico: A Paradise
lnvaded; 11 and "La Operacion 01 will be shown at 7:3()
p.m. today ilt NM Union Ro(lm lli·A,B,C. More
information is availab)e at 277-.6414,
Gulrar Playen will hold a au!tar workshop at 3
p.m. Fridays in the Alvarado Hall tecre.ttiort room
for suitarists who want to trade technlqucs and
music•. More information is available at 277·3189.
Nart'otks Aaoaymoua will hold its 1 'We Care"
group meetirq at 8 p.m. Fridays ai Lovelace/Bat~n
Ho.spitai, back dinitig room, S400 Oibsort S.E. Open
to the public.

AlcohoiJcm Anonymous will hold an open meeting
for women at noon Fridays at the WOmen's Center.
More information l's availa-ble by ca.Uing Nancy at
2!!-8812.

UNM Chtss Club will mtet at6 p.m. Mondays and
FridaYs in NM llnlon 'Room 231-E. More in·
formation rs avililable at 242-6624,
ilallrocim bante Club wili meet at7:30'toda)l in the
Casa del Sol area or theNM Union. A mini lesson on
swing: will be given by Bob Carlson and Barbara
Jac:ob. More information Is available at 268·2S07.

This Weekend's Events
New- Melllco Latro~~e Cl•b will meet at 9 a.m.
SatUrdays and su-ndays at the S.E. comer of Johnson
Field._ Eve{)'One is welcome.

UNM Wati!ipo•o Ciub wiU host Its season clpener
aBillnst the NMSU A11gie~ at 7:lO a.m. Saturday at
Ute Olympic Pool. Nt? _adriilsson fee. 'More information· Is avallable at881~3046.
Scandlna~lln Club will host two dance seminars on
Scandinavian folk dance featurin11 ins_tructor lnavar
SOdal at 2 )l,m, Saturday and t p.m. Sunday at 823
bUena VlstaS.E., Heights 'Community Center. There
wllf also bt! a party at 8 p._tti. Saturday a_t the
Onitarlan Church, Carlisle and Commariclte. MOre
in(ormat!On fs available ill 344·63jO,

Scnlbb~ Pliyer'Ciub 1129 _will

hold lllllnd Annual
Ualloort Tournament Saturday __ and S~ndBy at the_
Four ScMotli Motor Inri, More information IS
av~ilable at 877-6646.

Mlnn•th• ChrbtliD O!nitr' ·wJI! lloid servtct-s in
the Alumni Chapel at J{f a.m. every sunday mornlJIS.
More Information fs av!l11Bblent~?·9999.
the t.JNM folk banter! will gi've inlernatlonal foi-k
dancing cills5es at 6:'30. p.m. Sundays -at823 Buena
VIsta S.E. More InformatiOn is aYallable at 29J·l4!XJ.

New Mn.lco's Council on bmg and A kohol Ab•~e
will hold a j•sunday Night Live''. gtottp meeting at
6:30 p.m. ·sunrJays at 7711 Zuni ·s,E, Open to the

publfc.

•.

MR. ROGERS AND FRIENDS With
The Albuquerque Youth Symphony

$12,10,7
UNM Students
¥z Price

Tuesday
October25
6:15p.m.

(Un't Illi$ this! The most imaginative, original

Sunday
October30
6:15p.m.

PreB'way Revival- All Time Musical Hit
OLIVER
One Performance Only

$20,18,14
Stu./Child.l Fac.l
Staff ¥z price

Thursday
November 3
6:15p.m.

Did Mozart die a natural death· or was he murdered?

$20, 18, 14

AMADEUS
5 Tmy Award Winner bv Peter Shaffer

UNM Students
¥z price

Tuesday
NovemberS
8:15p.m.

Della Reese Stars in
BLUES IN THE NIGHT
Tony Award· Best Music 1982

$18, 16, 13
UNM Students
¥z price

COMEDIE PHILIPPE GENTY
show since Murtunenshanz & Pilobolus.)

Mastercard/Visa Accepted By Phone, Mail Or At Bo:x Office

TELEPHONE 277·3121
OR VISIT THE BOX OFFICE-· OPEN DAILY- 10:00 AM to 6:00PM
Saturdays 12 Noon to 6:00PM
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Arts

Arts

Temptations, Four Tops To Perform;
Success Comes from Motown Sound

Temptations----- Celebration To Kick Off Balloon Fiesta;
t;ontinued from page 8
Mountain,
Art Exhibit, Concerts, Food Included
fronted by Otis Williams, Melvin
Franklin, D.ennis Edwards, Richard
Street and Ron Tyson, joined with
two former Temptations, David
Ruffing and Eddie Kendricks. The
result was a hit record, S!andin' on
the Top, and a very successful U.S.
tour.

I
I

The GIJIID

Nightly 7:15 Sat/Sun Mat 3:45

Next:nPauline a_t the acach".

3405 Contra! NE/255·3050

rc::d::;;7t;;:;A::~;t::~l
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Council Meeting

~§

§
§
§
§

Saturday, October 8
9 am Room 250A SUB

§

Agenda

l

IV. President's Report

I. Coli to Order
11. Minutes from s.,ptcmhcr 10, 1983
III. Old Business
A. Additional nomhuttions
for Council Chairperson
D. Election of Council
Chairperson

C. Jeffery Evans
V. Committee Reports
A. SRAC
B. Finance
VI. New Business
VII, Adjournment

Co. ft.ee and bagels will be served.
All graduate students welcome.
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Motown calls them legends.
Their biographers use adjectives like
"homeric epithets'' to describe their
longevity and creativity - but most
people call them the Temptations,

continued on page 9
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A-burr's ·(9800 Montgomery
N.E.)- D.J,
Cookin.
Blx V•lle,- (8904 Menaul N.E.)- Sassy Jone:s.
Boprt~s (Montgomery Plaza) - SOS(upstalrs);
Sound Zone (downStairs}.
C.ravau Ea1t (7605 .central N.E.)- Swam~
proot(during happy hour)~ Back to BaCk.
CbebH; Strut Pub (61& Coronado Shopping
CcnterN.E.)- DaveE\'ans.
Coopea&t! (7220 lomas Blvd. N.E.) - Rob
Mulltns.
Cowboys (3301 Juan Tabo N.E,) ·Wild Wesi
Show Band.
Danbl's (2900 Coors N.W ,) - New Moon.
Friar's Narth (4410' Wyoming N.E.) _...._The
Shakers.
·
J'rl•i'sPob (682S Lomas N.E.) ..... TheStriderz.
llun1rY
Bear _(1200 Wyoming Blvd
N.E.)- Cop~ and Robbers.
Grablim Cenual SI!Ulon (3301 Juari Tabo
N.E.)- Flight or the Phoenfx: (Free admlsslon
to UNM studenU With J.D. on Fridays).
P1dimlno Club (2900 Coors Elvd. N.E.} - FuU
Circle{durinB happy hour); TcxM.
Senor Buckd& (4100 San Mateo Lane
N.E.) .--Babe RUthleSs.
Smuaaler'!_ Cove (Eubank, south of
Menaul) - Face to Face •
Tht: Wine C~llar (Fair Plaza ShOppinB Center,
Lomas and San Pedro) -- Fteddlc Chavez.
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a.t the Kiva Auditorium.
1982 was a year ofrediscovery for
the Temptations and their audience.
1983 is a year of pure enjoyment, so
far, for both.
Last year, the Temptations,

'

••••••
••••••

••

and that usually says enough.
The Temptations and the Four
Tops, who for at least 15 years have
been defining and upholding the
boundaries and banner of Motown
across America, will perform two
shows at 7 and 10:30 p.m. Saturday
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Babjt it's You Don Paficho 1 S~ 7:30, 9!30 (W~:ek·
dt~:Ys)i 1:30,3:30: 1 5:30,7:30, 9:30(Saturdil}'and
'Sunday).

BralnStonn- Louisiana,
Cai an a Jlot Tin Roof-- SUB Cinema: 7, 9:30
(Wr:dnesdayartd Thursday),
lhJwn D/ rht Dtad- M Plaza: Friday an·d
Saturday at midnight,
ltosy Monty- Loufsiana:
i-iVnt- SUB Cinenia: 71 9:30(Frlday) l 1 7, 9:30
(Saturday),
Fann.v QJJd Alt.tandtr- Guild: ·?:Is' (wet:k·
ciays)J3~U. Sits~ 7':1S (Saturdll)'and·sunday),
F7Mhd~~~rcr ...... M Plaza: Friday and Saturday at
mldnigb_t, Wyoming: I :4s,1_:4S_, ,5:45, 7:~5~-9_~45;
tJatu of Hrll ~ M PlazA.: F'rlday and Saturday
at midnight,
GtitittK It ·On_. Clni!m_a Easl: __7:ts, ·9
(wcedays); 1:30, l:_20 1_ ~:10,_7H5, 9 (Sahmlay
and Sunday), Far North: 1:30, 3i30, 5!30, 1:36,
§:30.
-'
.
Haflowrm 1M Plaza! 1:301 3:30, 5:30, 7:30i
9:30.
Hot Jltlr ~ los Altos~ 7t 9:30 (weekdays); 2,
4~30, 7j 9;30 (Saturday tu1cfsunday),

Krull- Eastdale: 7:30 (Friday)j 1:30, 7:30
(Saturday and Sunda)') .
-Wrds o/ DbclpUne. - Wyoming: Friday -and
Saturday at midnight.
Mortwry- Far North: 1:10, 3:10. !5:10, 7;10,
9JIO. Hiland: 7:30, 9:30 (weekdays); 1:30. 3:30.
5:30. 7:30, ·9:30 (Saturday and Sunday),
_Osltrman Wukend- M Plaza: 1:30, 3:30,
5:30,1:30,9:30.
P61ttrttlst--- Wyohlhig: Frldily and Saturda:Y at
midnight.
•
Rn~rige of thr Nin)• ..... Far North: j :20, 3:20,
5:20, 7:20,9:20.
Risky Busln~.u- M Plaza: 1~30, 3:30, S:30,
7:30,9:30.
"11lt Bit ChUi- Louisiana.
1'11~ LoittiY Lady- Far North~ 1, 3, 7, 9. los
Altos: 7:15, 9:1S (weekdays); 1:15, 3:1S, 's:I!i,
7~1 s. 9;1S (Saturday and Sunday).
TrlU!lnr Pl4ees- Cinerna East 7, 9:U (week•
days): 2~ 4:30,7, 9:15 (Saturday and Sunday),
Jlcu411on- Lobo: 7:30, 9:30 (weekdays): l :30;
J:Jo.. .s:Jo, 7:30, 9:30.
.
17rt WUd Bunch- SUB Cinema: .3, 7,

9~30

(Sundily).
Yor ~ Eastdale: 9:30 (f'riday); 3:30, 9;.30
(Saturday and Sunday),
ZtllrWyoming: 1:30,3:30,5:30, 7;30, 9:30,

The Gin Game will be ptescntcd at. the Vortex at
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday. Ticket intorillation is available; al Z47~
8600,
I Should've T_hoilght of77rat wilt be preSented at
the·_ KiMo Theater at 8- p.m. Sunday for one
performanCe only. Ticket~; are $7 ..SO for gcn~ral
ttdmission ·and $6 for groUps of lO or morC1
available nt K!Mo llcket office, Palms Trading
Company and Hnstln:gs Records. More in·
formation is available at8B3-482~.
E••ery Triclc In the Bofllc wlli be presented by the
UNM Pntlo Dinner Theater at 8_r:~.rrt, Ptlday and
Saturday, through oct. It, Buffet begins- at 6:30
p.m. Tlckcu :are SlS; InclUde$ din:ner and the
-~how and can be. purchased In the SUD, room
225. More· information is avai!Rble at 277·2331,
FQJ1tastlc.t wil_l be ·ptesented by the AlbilqlJerl:lUe
Civic Light _Opeta at the AlbuQuerque L1ttle
Theater at S!IS
ThUrsda.y·SitiurdD.y and
-2:15 p.m. Sunday; Oct. 7~9 and 13·16. Tickeh
arc $7.50 and SB.~O. More Information Is
- a'iailablent242-4'7.50.

:p.m.

ASA
Gallery
(Student
Union
Building) - ~<oreamlng," .featuring the work of
Russian artist Ale~ndr Kalugin, who ls
currently committed tq an asylum for being an
artist working outside of the social norm, on
display throught Oct. 14. More Information is
available at271·2667,

This year, the group, minus Ruffin and Kendricks, returns to the
road, promoting its latest album,
Swface Thrills.
This album, from the melodic
harmony of ''Love on My Mind
Tonight," to the more rockish title
track, reaffirms the group's position
as the No. I male vocal group, At the
same time, it re-established the
trademark Temptatiorts sound .
Over the years, the Temptations
have combined for 14 No, I records
on the rhythm and blues and pop
charts. Their hits are classics, standards in American pop music. They
include the immortal "My Girl,"
and on tunes like "Ain't Too Proud
to Beg," "Cloud Nine," "Just My
Imagination," and "Papa Was a
Rolling Stone,'' the Temptations
built a legend.
With these songs as a foundation,
the group has added three Grammy
awards and a long list of other honors to its career.
The Four Tops, too, have had
their share of fame and rediscovery
by a younger, funkier audience. The
Tops, who have maintaincp their
original lineup for the last 20 years
with such hits as ·•J Can't Help Myself" and the invincible "Reach
Out, I'll Be There," recently moved
to Casablanca/Polygram Records.
Their latest release; One More

FORM·

1040EZ

1-

Janson Gallrry (1909 Las Lomas·N.B.)- Tbe
34tl1 Annual Summer Sbow featuring the work
of Raymond Jonson currentlY on display, More
inlormatfon i~ available at 277--4967.

Maxwell Museum of AntbropoloJY (UNM's
Anthropology Building)'_- "The Sella: Hatfield
Collection" on display beginning Oct. 7; ' 1Tlle
Chaoo Phenomenon" on display tbrough May,
1984.
Teathlng Gallny.(NeWArt Build\nB)- '•Jdeas
in Process'', work in progicss by UNM faculty,
on display through Ott. 7. More information is
avattable at 2774407,
tJnton Galler1 (SUB} - Work by various artists,
Including pottery by Mary Sbarp Davi.~, water
color by Ivan Fish and oil and acrylic b)' Con rile
Gardner. on display throught Oct. 14, More
[nformation fs avaitable at 277-2331.
Unlvnslly or New Mexico ArC Museum (Fine
Art~ Center)- "Recent. Work by Depilrtmeni
of Art Faculty: Harry Nadler" on diSplay In the
Upper Rear Gallery through Oct. 23; "Land·
scapc A.n" ·on display in the Lower Gallery
through Oct. 30. "Certain Realities." rl!cent
paintings by eight contemporary artists workins
In New Me~ico and Texas-, on display in the
Upper Gallery through Nov. 21; •1Jim Melcbert:
Oraphite Drawings.'' on display In the North
(lallery tbrougt Oct. 30, More infohnatioii Is
available at 217-4001.

A publlr o;f 01VIt"L'
'1'\f'S.Sdgpfl•""
lhrolnU•rfl<f
H!•'I<M'Iu~SctvtCCt

i Place
v0iif'Cia5sified-a'dl
today at 131 Marron 1
1
t _____ .._H,.!J!: _____ _.

LEARNING

BLOCK?

YOU PROBABLY
DON'T HAVE ONEI
Nillodll Syrnpttont Orc_btodra wiil perform nt
S:IS p.m. Thursday in Popejoy Hallas part or
"The best o( Broadway'' sc:tlc:s, TiCkcu are.S2S 1
$21 nnd $18, More. Information is available at

277·3121.

.Chances s;.re,

your rusty skills
mean a
MEMORY BLOCK,
nof a lsarnlng bfot:J<.
Lelushelp_
''Bring II all bar:k.M

Subway Entei1afnment will sponsor ·an HAf'tcr
the Game" dance b\ the Subway Statfon Ill 9
p.m. Saturday, Admission Is St. SO with n. UNM
ID or Lobo gaine ticket stub, and Sl. Music
ptovlded by Elllot1li Mobile Sound. More In~
fotirldtion iS·avnllo.b1c lit277·6492.
Orthnin _of Santa Fe will perform lt! first
concerts of the s~ason nt 8 p.m. Saturday and at
3 p,m, Sunday _In Sweeney Center, TicketS arc
S7.SOI Sll and $12._50 with hal!•ptict discouhttd
full-time Students.- More information Is available

.. 988·4640.

·Art F..ducitiDn Galiery {Masley Haii-ColleRc or
Education) - ·•• Pit:sl Annual High School
Jurlcd Exhibllfon'' on display through Od. 14,
More information Is avail(lblc at 271-41 f2,

Teniptatlon~/Fotir

'tops will be I'll the kiva
Auditorium Saturday, 'rhefe wtil'be two shows at
1 and 10:30 t>.m. TltkCb nrc $12.60 and -SI4.60
at nil Oinnt oUllets.

Ask about our'
Speed Reading

combines the best of the
old - as lead singer Levi Stublos
puts it, "a street sound in the old
Four Tops legend of groove" with a new, contemporary sound.
The new album does combine the
best of the new and the old, from the
gospel-flavored "Nobody's Gonna
Love You Like I Do," to the sizzling
funk of "Giving it Up." Produced
by veteran David. Wolfort, the
album has the feel of a wellcontained and mixed live perfom1ance, especially notable in the
smooth "One More Mountain to
Climb."
Levi says the new album retains
the distinctive Four Tops sound
loved by millions from the group's
early hits. "We're fortunate because
on stage we sound like we do on
record. The reason is that we don't
use a lot of gimmicks in our record·
ing sessions," he said.
Yet, without sacrificing the
affecting honesty in their sound, the
Four Tops are utterly modern.
Reserved tickets for the Temptations and the Four Tops are $14.60
in advance and are available through
Giant outlets and the New Mexico
Union ticket booth at the University
of New Mexico.

By Lydia Piper

A celebration will take place
Saturday at the Civic Plaza - a
celebration of color, music, balloons and autumn.
There will be food, a parade,
several concerts and an art exhibition. It is called "Co]orfest," and
with the exception of the food, the
event is free.
Colorfest, sponsored by the Albuquerque United Artists, Albuquerque Community Cultural Affairs
Program, Internation;ll Balloon
Fiesta and the Albuquerque Parks
and Recreation Program, was designed to help kick off the 1983 Balloon Fiesta.
Marge Neset of the Cultural
Affairs Program said this is the
event's first year, and it is basically a
tourist attraction. It will provide an
opportunity for people in town for
the fiesta to see other things Albuquerque has to offer, she said.
One of the celebration's main
attractions will be the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra, perfoming its
annual free concert.

Other bands include local jazz
group Alma and the Watermelon
Mountain Jug Band. The. concerts
begin at 2 p.m., with the NMSO
performing at 5 p.m.

petition is an opportunity for Albuquerque artists to show their work,
but because the event is new, she
doesn't expect many entries.
The $500 prize money, divided
between first, second and third place
winners, is being provided by the
Balloon Fiesta. The competition is
opened to anyone.

Another attraction is the Kaleidoscope art competition, sponsored by
the AUA and the Balloon Fiesta.
The theme of the competition is color, and the judges are looking for
non-traditional art work.

Another feature ofthe day will 'be
a wide variety of ethnic food avail-

Neset, who will be one of the
jurors, said the work should be fun
and innovative. She said the com-

able, including Scandinavian, British, Spanish and Armenian. Most of
the booths will be run by non-profit
organizations, Neset said.

PIZZA IS OUR
free Delivery

TONY'S PIZZERIA&.. DELl
2901 Monte VIsta N.E.
&. Central at the Triangle)

265-2266

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
Pizza (with Tony's special touch)
Italian Burrito Catzone
Subs Steak Sandwich

193~
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Controversy Swirls at Tucker
Pcpper.zoiue
School

By Eric Maddy

llniver.lSI~Y
o~

Luu..J

wJ>hes to announce th~t an admissic>n officer will be on campus
to -;peak with Jnyorw intNested in pursuing c1 lcgcll education.
To arran~£> an intervit•w or tn ~lttend a group session, contact

the ofhce

li~tcd

below.

D•tc: Monday

Contact:
October 3, 1983

CaJ;eer !'lanning

& Placement Office

mistake in this year's British Open,
which cost him a ch&nce for that
Brigham Young dropped from title.
first place in the 29th annual WilBYU Coach Karl Tucker said the
liam H. Tucker Invitational Golf controversy would not affect his
Tournament Thursday, but still was team. "My only concern was that a
the center of attention during the spectator reported it, and just so hapsecond round of the 72-hole tourna- pens to be taking pictures," he said.
ment. ·
"Sometimes it seems like people
Cougar senior Rick Fehr became nit-pick a little, perhaps because
embroiled in controversy when he we've been so successful," he said.
was accused of hitting a tap-in putt
The spectator who reported
twice on the same swing, an illegal Fchr's alleged indiscretion was a
stroke. The penalty i.s an additional photographer from television"station
stroke., which Fehr did not record on KOB. Videotape of the putt seemed
his scorecard.
to show thatFehr actually hit the ball
Signing an illegal scorecard re- twice.
sults in disqualification of a player,
Tournament officials had to call
but tournament officials ruled that on local amateur golf experts to get a
Fchr was not subject to the penalty ruling, and officials of the Sun
because his opponents did not ques- Country Amateur Golf Association
tion his score.
said the matter was handlud properly
Hale Irwin committed a similar and no penalty should be assessed.
Meanwhile, BYU's Robert
Meyer continued to hold the individual lead by shooting a par-72 on
the 7,240-yard University South
course .
Bicyclists, from novice to expert
Meyer's lead was narrowed to one
levels, are invited to enter the fourth stroke by New Mexico State's Tom
annual Lowenbrau Bike Race, sche- Byrum, who matched Meyer's
duled for 10 a.m. Oct. 9.
opening-day 67 under windy condiThe 22.6-mile race, co-sponsored
by the University of New Mexico
Leisure Services and Lowcnbrau,
goes from the Mountain View Inn to
Golden.
First through fourth place prizes
will be awarded in 12 categories and
commemorative T-shirts will be
given to the first 170 contestants to
enter at the UNM Leisure Services
office, Room 230 in Johnson Gym.

Bike Race Set

.RLESQ
PO~TE~
~STOUT
nb li I

...... ~,
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THE SIERRA NEVADA BREWERY
BRINGS BACK
REAL "OLD WORLD"
TASTE IN BEER.
Avollob/e ot most qvolity liquor establishments

I
I! Dotson Names
l1

Team Captains

University of New Mexico head
wrestling Coach Bill Dotson has
I announced
that Mike Baker and

University of New Mexico volleyball Coach Laurel Brassey Kessel
will take the 16-3 Lobos to the Texas
Centennial Invitational in Austin
this weekend, but she won't come
back with them.
Kessel will catch a plane tonight
so she can attend an Olympic committee meeting of the Athletes
Advisory Council in Los Angeles.
She will be leaving the tourney at
about the same time the Lobos begin
their third match.
The Lobos, ranked I 6th in the
NCAA poles, start action at noon
today against North Carolina, followed at 4 p.m. by UTEP. The
Lobos will square off against Rice
University 8 p.m., as their coach
buckles her seat belt and heads toward the West Coast,
Since her team's fifth place finish
in last week's Brigham Young University Preview, Kessel has been experimenting with the Lobo lineup.
Kessel said she is considering
moving Shannon Vessup into the
middle. "She played in tbe middle
atBYU in acoupleofmatches," she
said, "and she played well, but she
doesn't like the position.

fore, the first time in 1981 to the
World University Games in
Bucharest, Romania. and the second
to the University Games in Edmonton, Canada.
''It was a great experience,'' Kessel said. "I learned quite a bit about
·
their respective sports."
Sne said sbe wants to be elected as
one of tbe liasions for the Summer
Olympics in L.A. because this is the
last year she is eligible and it would
be a great way to "cap it off."
Kessel is the volleyball representative on the Athletes Advisory
Council. Each Olympic sport has
one representative.
AT THE NET: The Lobos will

face their stiffest competition to date
when they take on the Hitachi
Women's Volleyball1'eam at 7:30
p.m. Thursday in Johnson Gym,
The Hitachi Team is the !up club
in Japan, Admission is $4.00 to the
general public and $2.00 for students.
The Lobos begin High Country
Athletic Conference against BYU
Friday, Oct. 7. BYU is ranked lith
in the NCAA polls and has th'e best
record (ll-1) of the HCAC teams.
UNM is second in overall records
of HCAC teams with New Mexico
State third (10-3), Colorado State
fourth (11-4), Wyoming sixth (14-5)
and Utah sixth (7-14).

CANTERBURY CHAPEL KITCHEN
REOPENED AT LAST!
Featuring Pasta Plus Other Stuff
Serving 11:30am-1:30pm M·F
Open Mon., Oct. 3
Scheduled groups of six or more private room available free
coffee & teo with meal
425 University corner of University & Ash
Look .for rnenus all over campus

.Brad Cast will be tbe Lobos' captains for the upcoming season.
Baker, a Manzano High graduate,
is a fifth-year senior who wrestles in
the 142-pound class, while Cast is a
senior from Broken AIToW, Okla.
Cast was 25-9 last year and competes in the 167-pound class.

6.

WHERE ALL THE

GOODTHINGSnnrr,,,__

Lobo golfer Don Hurter, who won the Falcon Invitational last
weekend, tees off to open his round at the Tucker Invitational Golf tournament.

Lobos Get Road Break;
Dunn Worried by NTSU
By Eric Maddy ·

"There's no place like home."
- Oorothy in The Wizard of Oz.
The New MexicoLobos will get a
break from their lengthy road swing
with a game Saturday against North

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.

Texas State. Kickoff is slated for 7
p.m. at University Stadium.
The Lobos, 2-2 this year, arc
looking to fine-tunc their game this
wcckalld next in ordcrto prepare for
the Westenl Athletic Conference
season, but must face a tough Mean
continued on page 11
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BE A PLASMA DONOR
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The University of New Mexico Mountain Club is sponsoring
a repelling and bouldering trip to
Acid Canyon in tbe Sandia
Mountains this weekend.
The trip is for club members
only, but anyone is invited to join
when the club meets for the trip at
8:30 a.m. Saturday in front of
Johnson Gym. The cost is $5.
Anyone who wants to make
the trip need not be experienced
or have any equipment, said
Steve Shaffer, the club's treasurer. Shaffer said the Acid Canyon
trip would be primarily a
teaching journey.
For more information, call
Shaffer at 277-3168 or Ted Farmer, the club's president, at 2426719.

"We need to establish our lineup
and stay with it," Kessel said.
Saturday, the Lobos will play the
eighth-ranked Texas Longhorns in
what Kessel said she expects to be
the tournament's best match. She
said the Longhorns have defeated
the NCAA's sixth-, 12th-, and 15thranked teams so far this season.
"1 think we can win," Kessel
said. "I only wish I could be there.
"This would be a nice tournament
to win," she added. "I think we are
ready to prove that we deserve to be
on top."
The Lobos took fifth place in a
24-team field at the Preview last
weekend. UNM won four of five
games in the tournament. Kessel
said she felt bad when her team was
knocked out of .contention for the
title but was pleased with team's
overall performance,
Assis.tant Coach Gwendolyn
Abram will take charge during Kessel's absence.
Kessel said the purpose of the
meeting is to elect liasions for the
1984 Olympic games. The liasions'
functions are to support the competitors and act as mediators 1,1etween
coaches and athletes.
Kessel has been elected twice be-

continued from page 10
Green t.eam that played secondranked Texas a good game last week
bcli1re falling in the second half 26-

MSTISLA V ROSTROPOVICH
CONDUCTOR
Thursday, October 6-8:15 p.m.
Tickets- Public $22.00, 18.00
ASUNMIGSA Students 112 price
Telephone 277-3121

(~0~) 266·~729

I

By Earl Jones

Lobos---

Presents

122 Yol• ~E
Albu~v•rqu•. NM &71 06

Club Plans
I Sandia Trip
j

I'

The entry fee is $4 before 5 p.m.
Oct. 7 and $5 on race day. For more
information call 277-5151.

Distributed by Albuquerc:tue Oeverage Company
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tions. Byrum was at four~undcr-par
140 after two rounds, one stoke
ahead of Florida's Scott Dunlap.
Oklahoma State, hampered by
high scores from the Cowboys' fifth
player, edged into t)le lead by one
stroke over arch-rival Oklahoma.
Brigham Young was third, two
strokes back, and Florida was fourth
at 590, one stroke behind the
Cougars.
Host New Mexico was in a threeway tie for ninth place with Air
Force and Texas Wesleyan at 607,
21 strokes behind the leader. "We
have a great golf tournament here,''
said UNM Coacn Dwaine Knight.
"It's time for us to salvage some
pride," Knight added. "I just hope
we play like we arc capable of in the
final two rounds."
Freshman Mark Wurtz continued
to lead the Lobos' first team. Wurtz
shot 78 Thursday for the CheiTy
squad to go with a first-round 71,
<tnd earned a six-way tie for 16th
place at 149, five-over-par. Ron
Castillo leads the Silver (second)
team at 150.
The four-day tournament continues today, with tee"off time at 8
a.m.

Volleyball Team Looking To Take Invite

j

Bonus Coupon

$1

We want to be~ Zoo Parent!
HE!Ip us adopt a baby tiger from
.
the Rio Grande Zoo.
Bring this coupon on any single donation per week for your
contribution. towards adopting one of the 2 baby tigers recently
born at the zoo.

$111 per
per donor
Week

Expires September 31, ·r983
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NTSU, also 2-2, is looking to
avenge last year's 21-17 Joss tl)
UNM. which came on a last-second
pas> from David Osburn to Derwin
Williams. "They know if they play
with us, they should beat us." said
UNM head Coach Joe Lee Dunn carHer this week.
Dunn is not only concerned by the
Mean Green, but the performance of
his offensive and special teams.
"The biggest thing that bothers me
is that our running backs arc not
making the right decisions," Dunn
said of the oflcnsc. "They've got to
tum upficld. They're not going forward, they're running parallel.
"Our special teams were terrible
last week," he said. "Our punting
team looked like it hadh't practiced
at all. New Mexico State didn't buy
the fact that we've been working on
them . ',

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS"'

CAMPUS BICYCLE

4ll

.~!Jf'·,

--

Over Hall. I and
Tune-Up

.

106 Vassar Sf.

$10

...

268-654'1

I~
KlNKO'S
Low Prices
No Minimum

•

Open Seven Days

kinko•s copivs
2312 central S.E.
255·9673

look for this time-tested
crusader at this week's
lobo game and on campus
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Las Noticias
ORIENTEERING CJ.INIC OCfOBER )8, 20 and
22. $8 fee includes all three days. For Information,
call Moumalns and Rivers 255·6896,
9/30
CONCEPTIONS SOUTIIWJ!ST IS having a meeting
Monday, Oct. 3, 8 p.m. at 136 Marron Hall.
Everyone is invited to auend Including writers and
artists from the '83 issue. More info, 277-5656. 10/3
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE Career Fair:
Friday and Saturday UNM SUB Ballroom 9 a.m.·S
p.m. Bring your resume. For more info, call 277·
6610.
9/30
PARENTS DA\'1 SATURDAY, October J. Share
your college experience with your parents, family and
friends! Campus tours, special presentations by many
campus departments, luncheons and morel Call
Student Activities IH 277-4706 for more information.
9130

8300 CLUB. AI.L male gay club OJ?Cn 24 hours. 8307
Central NE. 2SS·6S2S.
9130
Cl,UU? MEETING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only I 0 cents per word per issue for UNM
departments and organizations.
tfn

Personals
OI'IE: n;uz CUMPLF..ANOS a ml hermanitol
love yott - in spite you don't do your own dishes!
The Big Sister of a Sigma Chi.
9/30
ROBIN, IIA PPY )9TIII Camels at the cleaners,
miugits on the way, buying the whipped cream. Hope
the Nnzi suit fits. Love, RJ and Ralph the Wonder
.Llama. P.S. Wear your wool sweater.
9/30
ROGA: SPIRITS WILL be hf&h, balloons will fill the
sky- But this weekend, I'll still be on the ground.
M1s1ing you. Paul.
9/30
MARK ll.'S BIJITHDA Y IS on Saturday! So give
him n Hard time. We'll start hilling the bars after the
9/30
game. J.K.
IVY l.EAGUE TIGGER: Hi, I think we bounce
togathe .eally well. Remember the times we had.
'ITFN('fnhTah for Now). Sign, Roo.
10/3
HI LAUIU, IT'S been one year and I've loved every
day. Ltwe, Jerry!.
9/30
('EI,f.STE, HAI'PY 18TII birthday! We hope this
year is one of your best! Your friends forever. Love,

WM

~M~~~

JIAI'PY UIIITIIDA\'. WHO knows what the future
holds? Love. . .
9/30
MIKES., UOPF. YOl1 have a terrific 20th birthday. I
luve you, Jamte. f' .S. The cat is in the pantry. 9/30
JAMK'i DEAN l/8/3!.. 9/JOtSS. ()one but not
forgonen. Your fans.
9/30
lft:Y NMI'IRG1 WHAT'S the matter With Nader's
Raider\? Worriell you won't get away with the S2
rirofr? OoSTAH'l.
9130
FOil1'11~; W AGf:S or sin are death; but the gift of
tm<l i\ ~ternal life through Jesul Christ our Lord.
Romam 6:23.
9/30
.Mr\KE CONTACT Wl'I'JI that spe~ial 5omeone or
fnend~ und family. Place a personal me1sage in the
da\\lfiedl today, Deadline: 1 p.m. the <.lay before
tfn
m1ertwn. 131 Marron Halt

Food/Fun
WF.'RF: STILL c~:u:nRA TING 1st anniversary at
the MIXed Bug. 50111o off on all candies, carob and
vvgurt pmduct~. Also selected items. Big savingl at
22111 <enm•l S£i. across from UNM.
9130
('()ME su: ANU hear what you'1e been missing.
1\'T Tl('llS rocks Bogart's Sunday, October 9. 9t30
"H)()[)/fl'N" IS a place for announcements of
rc•taur:mts, parties, food 1ales and stores, concerts,
l'h:. Announce your goodies and/or entertamment
tulia\·.
tfn

GRIEf' SUPPORT GROUP for children 6-12 Years
old who have experienced the death of a parent. Eight
Wednest:lays, Octol>er 5·November 23, 4·5 p.m.
Sponsored by the Albuquerque Center for Attitudinal
Healing, Contact Pat Dolan at 293.2061 for in·
10/4
formation and registration.
OVEJtW•;IGHT1 NEED OVERWEIGHTpeople for
an all natural program (Herbalife). Call296·807l.
10/11
n:MINIS'f THERAPIST. ~'EE based on income.
Connie298·3S30,
10/4
TYI'ING, WORD PROCJ!SSING. Term papers,
theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes professionally
'
9/30
wrillen. Reasonable rates. 881-!!313.
ATTENTION CAR OWNERS: Introductory offer,
$150 worth of car maintenance for$20. Good for one
year. Two blocks from UNM. Includes free carb and
timing adjustment, comp11ter spin balance two
wheels, chassis lube, electronic engine anal!'";., orake
adjustment, complete tire r"'1:;,u 11nd more .••
Certified mechanics. All parts and labor guaranteed.
Also • complete oil cnange and lube for $9.95, SJO
off on tune up. Call for info. Ed Stone Z65-4939.
10/3
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some.
genius. 242·3093.
9/30
TUTORING- MI\THEMATJCS, STATISTICS,
French -Any level - By degreed, experienced
teacheHutor. 266-4247.
10/3
TYPING 266-37)7,
10/24
ARABIC, f;XPERIENCEDTEACHER 883.8577.
9/30
TYI'ING, WORD PR()CJ!SSING: Spelling and
editing help, $1.25/page. Pickup and delivery service.
281-2662.
10/6
LEARN THE OLDJ!ST exercise In the world! We
will show you how to stay relaxed, .increase your brain
capacity and build your energy reserve. Easy walk
9!30
from UNM. The Yoga Center25S-2900,
TYPIST, n:RM PAI.'ERS, resumes. 299-8970. 10/24
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. Twenty-two years
10/J
teaching. John M itchell268-0496.
TERM PAPERS, THESES, dissertations,
manuscripts. Typed on IBM Word Processor, Special
student rates. Editing service Included. 298-6006.
9130

HERBALIFE. LOSE CELI,ULITE and weight
naturally, gradually, safely, Look younger, Have
more energy, 884.4604.
10/14
TYPING, WORD PROCF.SSING. Rindy296-6298.
l/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 26S·331 S.
tfn
TYPIST, n:RM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 9/30
ONE WORLD PRODUcnONS: Multi-track
recording and complete !'4 inch video facility In the
northern mountains near Taos. Phone758-3156.
.
9/30
TYPING. 111M SELECTRIC. 25S·3337.
J0/25
MASSAGE THERAPY. RJ!ST, relaxation. 822·
2728. Volce pager.
1013
Ql11CK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs In
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564,
9130
TilE CERVICAL CAP Is a barrier method of birth
control. Wlille under study by the .I'DA, the cap is
available locally. Call242-2402.
1015
ACllLEX WORD PROCJ!SSING: Theses, dlsser•
tations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
12112
QCALITY TYPING. MONTGOMt:RY·San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 881·6445,
10/4
CONTACTS·POI.lSJUNG, SOLUTIONS Ca.sey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterili7.ation, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn

WE GOT DISTRIIIUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames, Oreeow lch Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
SOI9 Menaul N.E., across from LaBel!es.
tfn
PREGNANCY TJ!STING & counseling. Phone 24'1·
~~

~

Housing
WALK TO UNM from this cozy, furnished one
bedroom. $240 per month includes utilities. Won't
last, call now. Tim M. 821.5036. Eves 892.7202, 10/4
ROOM! LUXURY NEIGHBORHOOD! $125-$1751
Private entrance, bath, kitchen. Washer/dryer,
microwave. Female non·smoker preferred. Academic
scholarships available. 1429 Columbia NE. 25S·2221,
26S.5269.
10/5
UNM/TVI AREA. Two bedrooms, unfurnished.
$2SO, not including utilities. One bedroom, furnished. $215 including utilities. Call266-9046. 1015
SJIARE ELEGANT SPACIOUS house on park.
Fireplaces, etc. Pet okay, Unfurnished bedroom, adj
path, exclusive use studio. Walk UNM. 842·5719.
9/30
ONE-BDRM APT, unfurnished, Good location,
utilities paid. $225 plus $!50 deposit, 268-0380, lOIS
SPACIOUS, SECURE ON&plex. One grad student.
9/30
preferred. UNM short walk. 242-1796.
TliREE BDRM. ONE block from UNM. No kid·
s/pets. $400 plus utilities. 884-7338.
10/4
WALK TO UNM from a spacious two-bedroom apt.
Just $300 per month. Gas included. Sorry, no
children or pets. Call after S p.m. 293-1070,
!0/3
HOUSEMATE WANTED. TIIREE bdrm $170/mo,
share utilities. Non-smoker. Available 10/1/83.
Garden, yard, 265-0102.
9/30
CHRISTlAN FEMALE WANTED to share twobedroom house near UNM. $160 rent, 11 utilities,
268-7!99.
9/30
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilitie.s paid. Deluxe
kitchen with d ishwasner and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. I520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all Utilities paid, $175 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities, No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening, 266-8392.
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

265-7777

OUTDOOR
CLOTHING
SPECIALISTS

2421 Son Pedro NE • 884-511 0
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~~~ Ha~vtrd
City ~~ s

I

I
1
I

I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I
ol Central

NEW MEXICO'S COMPLETE
13ACKPACKING/MOUNTAINEEJ\ING SHOP

1& A Large SoftDrink 1.901

1..-- ~='!!~T.!!~'!..-- - - ..J

THE

(;

A College
Entertainment
Magazine

CfiFE

distributed
in conjunction
with

3004 Central SE
(One Block East of G~rard)

All you can eat
Friday
Fish $3.95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95
All you can eat dinners include
soup, salad, vegetable, roll, and
potato.

NEW

'TAKING A TRII'? Advertise your trip, adventure Qf
ride needs In the Daily )..obo.
tfn

Lost &Found
LOST; OPAL EARRING drop, gold setting. Call
277-2722.
10/5
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
YOU'LL GET HI Gil fashions at !ow prices at Rising
Star Imports, 101 Cornell SE (across from UNMJ.
10/5

Employment
AFTERNOON GOFER NEEDED. Light typing,

Bright Future Futon Company
• a collage Industry.
2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 268·9738

r-------------,
~~ltyHn;~;ud ~

I1

Sandwich Special

Ham, Salami,. 6 Swiss Cheese
1
and Small Drink

' ..," 1

I
1 • 75 I

L.- ~u~r:2~ ,!!'~ ~~·.22·~-- ...J

255-7640

hours:
9am to
9pm
dosed
Sunday

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OLDTOWN

1~11\

Travel

USAF. FLIGHT JACKET
GENUINE Gl

$46.75 and up

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

ton

m!~

PART·TIME ~OB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday oights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at S516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE,
10/!4

SANYO DCR350 RECEIVER. Brand new, two-year
warranty. $150, 25~·6263. On show at Hudson's
Audio.
9/30
SAT 8-S, SUNDAY 10-5, Oct, 1·2: Sofa, loveseat,

BLACK, SAGE GREEN,
CAMOUFLAGE, BLUE

THE
WILDERNESS
CENTRE

1981 KAWASAKI LTD550 w/some extras. Great
!0/3
condition. $1450. 881-9861 after6 p.m.
WEDDING DRESS FOR sale, Cal!242-1055. 9130
1982 HONDA CX-500 •. Less than 1000 miles. Extras.
$1650.266-6970.
.
. 9/30
WORD PROCESSOR, IBM, Uses floppy disc. Free
discs. Priced to sell $2300, Call881-0313.
9/30
TEN·SPEED PANASONJC boy's bicycle$100. 2964"~
9130
'78 CHEVY NOV A. Sbt cy!., AM/FM cassette,
loaded. $2650. Karl292·5960,
9/30
1966 VW BUS. Professionally rebuilt, 12 volt, excellent condition. $2150. 292-5960 Kathy.
9/30

answer plwnes. Can do homework. Call a.m.'s 345-

For Sale

Services
MURAl~~. GRAPHICS, GRA.-F1TTI creations.
Dorm room specials, cartoon speciality. Any size, pro
re1u1ts, frcerouglt drart. 891·2421.
10/6
FIRST WORD PROCESSING - term papers,
theses, dtss:rtations. Close to UNM. Specializing in
fast and accurate service. Call Jan 26S·9499 or please
leave message on recorder.
10/14
MOVING? TRUCK NEEDED? Negotiable! Call
Gary 265·3129.
1017
FRE~~l..ANCE TYPIST. Experienced former office
Near tampus. Competitive
lOIS
Orth 2S6-0738.

several rugs, lamp, A/C and more. All excellent. 1537
Parsifal NE.
9/30
SCANDINAVIAN TEAK DINING table Witn eight
chairs, numbered Amado Pena lithograph, Indian
rugs, 1000 square feet brown carpet, antiques,
lOIS
dressers, etc, Sandia Heights. 299-5560,
650 CC YAMAHA 1974. Runs great. $700
negotiable. 281·3793.
10/3
10% DISCOUNT ON all high fashion dresses am!
two-piece sets with this ad, Offer r.xpires I0-9-83,
Rising Star Imports, 101 Cornell SE (across frorn
UNMJ,
10/5
'72 GRAN TORIANO, One owner. AC, PS, AT,
9/30
cassette, FM. $600,247-9403.
1981 HONDA CM400T, Excellent condition,
w/extras. $1050. Call Dave at298-0899.
10/4
HORNOR CLASSICAL GUITAR w/case, Good
condition. Great for beginner. $40. Also Premier
snare drum w/case. Great condition. $80. 345-0724.
.
10/3
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ACROSS
1 Playbill list
5 Body part
10 Agts.
14 Turkish
chamber
15 Sun; Prefix
16 And others:
Lat.
17 Make freer
19 Sand pile
20 Gasket
21 Appetite
23 Devourer
26 Arab garment
27 Prank
30 Pinched
34 Hospital
room
35 - Bay, N.S.
37 Stage
38 Guido's note
39 Coat parts
41 ~and
feathers
42 Wrinkle
43 Singer Lena
44 Purport
45 Solid: Prefix
47 Homages
50 Wapiti
51- pigeon
52 Add togeth-

er: 2 words
56 Buck
60 Greedy
61 Conciliate
64 Ceremony
65 Footballer
-Rote
66 English
school
67 Flavor
68 Believe
69 Consign
DOWN
1 Mountain
passes
2 Straight as
3 Sheba, once
41n- - :
First ·
5 Magna 6 Loki's
daughter
7 Mr. Whitney
8 Bulk
9 Ballet
feature:
2 words
10 Depot worker
11 Reticule
12 Pulsate
13 Weaver's
reed

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED
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ABATEO·~il,I\IPEST
BEFOIENOON
E(ARL
SCAND
TROD
TOPES

18 Cut grain
22 "-Irish
Rose''
24 Trimmer
25 Softens
27 Pitchers
28 French toast
29 Shipping box
31 Small
32 Destroy
33 Scoots
36 Ward off
39 Kind of fish
40 Honor:
3Words

ACHE
SHIN
TOPS

44 Ravines
46 Bookworm
48 Element
49 Kick
52 Eddyroot
53 Roman poet
54 European
statesman
55 Hold up
57 Advanced
58 "It weighs

--!''
59 Lacerate
62 Oriental sash
63 Fastener

